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Lose Weight For Real, Organically

Brassed off with expensive slimming products and programs that don’t really work? Look no further.
Organic high fibre Ezy-Slim is not only 100% natural, it really does work. More than that, once the weight
has rolled away, it is easy to maintain.

March 21, 2009 - PRLog -- We have been surrounded with expensive diet and exercise programs, costly
diet pills, exercise machines, liposuction techniques, gastrointestinal surgery, bariatric surgery stimulation,
even brain surgery. All have been suggested in the attempt to lose that excessive weight. 
The breakthrough news is that there is an easy and healthy way for you to organically gain that dream
weight and even more than that, keep it that way. It is called Ezy-Slim plant food supplement. A slimming
product that has been proven to actually work.
This totally unique and organic formula uses 100% pure herbal and fruit fibre ingredients. It decreases body
weight by tackling that unsightly and unwanted cellulite and eliminating subcutaneous fat deposits. Plus,
Ezy Slim has other great health benefits as well as increasing your feeling of well being.
Aromatherapist and long time leading nutritionist, Nancy Evans, says, “Obesity has replaced malnutrition
in the Western world, yet it is something that can be easily overcome.” Life expectancy can be cut back by
up to nine years, through obesity, reveals the World Health Organization Surveys.
You don’t have to live any longer with that extra weight, or put up with slimming products that don’t work,
or end up with dust collecting exercise machines in some forgotten corner. Your confidence can be
reinstated the Ezy way, by not only losing that excess weight, but by keeping it off, through healthy eating
and gentle exercise, plus a low maintenance Ezy-Slim routine.
Nancy now has also created an organic Ezy Slim body firming and toning gel, for those extra difficult to
deal with areas such as the thighs and abs. You can get a free sample today, plus a full report on the health
benefits of Ezy Slim. Nancy offers a money back guarantee of satisfaction.
No one suggests that losing weight can be done without effort and determination. But it can be achieved, if
you make up your mind to achieve your goal and you have the right assistance.

Dr Wendy Stenberg-Tendys and her husband are CEO’s of YouMe Support Foundation. They have
partnered with Nancy Evans Rosehip Organic Skin Care to offer you a deal of a lifetime, plus a free report.
It is worth a few minutes to check it out at Win A Resort (http://winaresort.com)

# # #

YouMe Support Foundation is a non-profit charity, raising funds for non-repayable higher-education grants
for geographically and financially disadvantaged children.
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